Abstract. We present an algorithm that can be used to check whether a given derivation of the complex affine plane has an algebraic solution and discuss the performance of its implementation in the computer algebra system Singular.
Introduction
In a paper published in 1878 [8] , Darboux showed that the algebraic curves invariant under a polynomial vector field can be used to determine a first integral of the correspondent first order differential equation. Although this method was a standard topic of textbooks of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, such as [11, p. 29, §2.21] and [12, p. 30, §25-32] , it had no place in the developments that took over the theory of differential equations for most of the last century. However, things did change with the advent of the computer. Indeed, the search for invariant algebraic curves plays an important role in the method developed by M. J. Prelle and M. F. Singer [20] in the 1980s in order to compute elementary first integrals of differential equations.
Even though the polynomial vector fields that appear in applications often have invariant algebraic curves, this is by no means the rule. Indeed, a generic vector field of degree greater than or equal to 2 (see section 2 for the definition) does not have any algebraic invariant curves. This result, first stated (with an incorrect proof) in [16, Lemma 4, p. 180] , is proved in [1, theorem 5, p. 342] and [18, Theorem 3, p. 385] .
However, it turns out that it is usually quite hard to determine whether an explicitly given vector field has invariant algebraic curves or not. This is not very satisfactory, because fields without invariant algebraic curves can be used in the construction of explicit examples of nonholonomic irreducible D-modules [1, section 4.3, p. 236] . Moreover, such a test would enable one to exclude Darboux integrability from particular classes of vector fields with centres. See, for example, [6] for the relation between the problem of the centre and invariant curves. This is precisely the problem we tackle in this paper. Building on the ideas of [7] we present an algorithm that allows one to test a given vector field (with rational coefficients) for the existence of invariant algebraic curves. Although the algorithm may be unable to come to a conclusion (thus returning the algorithm failed ) it is very efficient for fields defined by polynomials that are close to being dense. See section 5 for details.
The paper contains four sections, besides this introduction. In section 2, we recall a number of general results of the theory of holomorphic foliations that will be used in the sequel. Section 3 contains a study of the behaviour of an algebraic solution at the points where its projectivization intersects the line at infinity of P 2 (C). The behaviour of algebraic solutions at the singular points of the derivation is considered in section 4. This section also contains a description and proof of the algorithm; whose performance is discussed in section 5.
Preliminaries
The following notation and hypotheses will be in force throughout the paper. Let
, where a and b are polynomials that satisfy:
H.3: ya n − xb n is nonzero and irreducible over Q;
The derivation D a,b of C[x, y] gives rise to the 1-form ω a,b = bdx − ady of C 2 . Denote by U z the open subset of the complex projective plane P 2 defined by z = 0, and let π :
where r is chosen so as to clear the poles of the pullback form. Since we are assuming that deg(a) = deg(b) = n > 1,
where a h and b h denote the homogenizations of a and b with respect to z. The 1-form Ω a,b defines a foliation of P 2 that we denote by F a,b . From now on we will drop the subscript unless we need to call attention to the dependency of D, Ω or F on the coefficients a and b. Under the above hypotheses, the degree of F is n. For the definition of the degree of a foliation of P 2 , see [5, p. 884] . A singularity [x 0 : y 0 : z 0 ] ∈ P 2 of F is a common zero of the coefficients of Ω. By (2.2) this means that either
As one easily checks, (H.3) implies that gcd(a, b) = 1. In particular, by Bézout's Theorem, F has a finite set of singularities, which we will denote by Sing(F). We also use the notation Sing(D) = Sing(F) ∩ U z .
Let C be a reduced curve in P 2 defined as the zero set of the homogeneous polynomial F (x, y, z) ∈ C[x, y, z]. In other words,
We say that C is invariant under F if there exists a homogeneous 2-form Θ so that
Such a curve is also called an algebraic solution of F. Note that z is an algebraic solution of Ω as an inspection of (2.2) shows. If F = z, then (2.3) is equivalent to
where f (x, y) = F (x, y, 1) is the dehomogenization of F at U z and g ∈ C[x, y]. Conversely, if a reduced polynomial f ∈ C[x, y] satisfies (2.4) then its homogenization F , with respect to z is an algebraic solution of Ω. In this case we also say that f is an algebraic solution, or is invariant under Ω. Thus, a curve C of the affine plane C 2 is invariant under D if and only if its projectivization C ⊂ P 2 is invariant under Ω.
Our first proposition states that if a 1-form Ω with rational coefficients has an algebraic solution (with complex coefficients) then it must have one (not necessarily the same) with rational coefficients. For a proof of this well-known result see [17] or [7] . Thus, to prove that a 1-form Ω, with rational coefficients, does not have algebraic solutions in P 2 \L ∞ , it is enough to consider the special case in which the solution is defined by a polynomial of Q[x, y, z]. Therefore, we may assume, for the remainder of this paper that all curves are defined over Q. 
is a set of n + 1 elements.
Proof. Since both C and L ∞ are algebraic solutions of F, so are their intersection points. Therefore,
Now, let C = Z(F ), for some homogenoeus polynomial F ∈ Q[x, y, z]. Thus, F (x, y, 0) is a nonzero polynomial, and C ∩ L ∞ is defined by F (x, y, 0) = 0. But the sigularities of F in L ∞ are the roots of ya n −xb n . Thus, gcd(F (x, y, 0), ya n −xb n ) = 1. However, ya n −xb n is irreducible over Q by H.3. Since F (x, y, 0) also has rational coefficients, it follows that ya n − xb n divides F (x, y, 0). Hence, these polynomials have the same squarefree decomposition, which proves the equality of the statement. Moreover, since ya n − xb n has degree n + 1, the set Sing(F) ∩ L ∞ has exactly n + 1 distinct singularities.
The 1-jet of F at a point p ∈ Sing(F) is the matrix
We say that F is nondegenerate at p if det(J(p)) = 0. In this case, the eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 of J(p) are both nonzero, and the quotient λ 1 /λ 2 and its reciprocal are the characteristic exponents of F at p. Let A ⊂ Sing(F). The set of all complex numbers that are characteristic exponents of F at a singularity in A will be denoted by Exp F (A). The key result to most of our proofs is the following proposition.
then C is nonsingular at its points at infinity and deg(C) = n + 1.
Proof. Let C = Z(F ) for some reduced homogeneous polynomial F ∈ C[x, y, z].
Since F = z, the polynomial zF defines an algebraic solution of F. However, the hypothesis on the characteristic exponents implies that C and L ∞ are transversal to each other at their intersection points; see [22, Theorem 2.3, p. 58]. . Hence, the former is nonsingular at every point of C ∩ L ∞ . In particular, the intersection multiplicity of C and L ∞ at every point of intersection of these two curves is one. Therefore, by Bézout's Theorem and Lemma 2.2, deg(C) = n + 1.
An important application of the characteristic exponents of F concerns the Camacho-Sad index of a vector field, which will be required in the proofs of section 3. However, the definition we give is not the most general; indeed, it is taylored to the setup of the proofs in this paper. Let p be a nondegenerate singularity of F and let λ 1 and λ 2 be the eigenvalues of the 1-jet of F at p. Assume that λ 1 /λ 2 / ∈ Q. If C is a germ of holomorphic curve, smooth at p, and invariant under F, then the
where the tangent vector to C in p is an eigenvector of λ 2 with respect to the 1-jet of F at p.
Theorem 2.4 (Camacho-Sad).
Let C be a smooth algebraic curve of P 2 invariant under F. The sum of the CS-indices of C over all the singularities of F contained in C is equal to deg(C)
2 .
For a proof of this theorem see [4] , [ Proposition 2.5. A foliation F, of degree n, of P 2 has n 2 + n + 1 singularities, counted with multiplicity. Moreover, if the n 2 + n + 1 singularities are distinct, then they are all nondegenerate.
We now turn to the inflection points of algebraic curves. The extactic curve corresponding to the derivation D a,b is the curve of C 2 defined by the polynomial
See [19] and [3] for more details and further applications of these curves. The next result was pointed out to us by J. V. Pereira.
If f is a factor of E a,b then C is a union of lines.
Before we proceed to the proof, let us recall some basic facts about inflection points of an algebraic curve. Let C be an algebraic curve of C 2 defined by an irreducible nonconstant polynomial f ∈ C[x, y]. A smooth point p of C is an inflection point if the intersection multiplicity of C with the tangent line to C at p is greater than 2. An elementary calculation shows that this condition is equivalent to the vanishing at p of the polynomial 
The first of these equalities gives
On the other hand,
The hypotheses on p imply that a(p) = 0 or b(p) = 0. Assuming, without loss of generality, that a(p) = 0, and taking (2.5) into account, we conclude that
Now, using (2.5) again, we obtain from the definition of h f that
which we have already shown to be equal to zero. Thus, h f (p) = 0. In particular, both f and h f vanish at all the smooth points of C, that are not singular points of D. Since these points are infinite in number, it follows by Bézout's theorem that f and h f have a common component. However, f is irreducible, so it must divide h f . Thus, f is a line by [15, Theorem 9.7, p. 85].
Singularities at infinity
We begin with a study of the singularities of F at infinity. Since x does not divide a n by H.3, it follows that all singularities of Ω at z = 0 have nonzero x-coordinate; so they can be put in the form [1 : y : 0]. Therefore, by H.3 again, there are exactly n + 1 distinct singularities of this form in z = 0. In the open set x = 0 the foliation F is generated by the vector field
Nowâ (y, 0) = a n (1, y) and ∂â ∂y (y, 0) = ∂a n ∂y (1, y), and similar formulae hold forb. Thus,
while ∂(zâ) ∂y (y, 0) = 0 and ∂(zâ) ∂z (y, 0) = a n (1, y) .
Therefore, the eigenvalues of the 1-jet of the vector field (3.1) at a singularity [1 : y : 0] of Ω are equal to a n (1, y) + y ∂a n ∂y (1, y) − ∂b n ∂y (1, y) and a n (1, y).
These are polynomials in y only. Moreover, if
the first of the two polynomials in (3.2) is equal to the derivative P = dP/dy. In particular, if for some singularity [1 : y 0 : 0] of Ω, the ratio of these eigenvalues is a number r, then Q(y 0 , r) = 0, where
Therefore, all such r are roots of the resultant
which is a polynomial of degree n + 1. Denote by (−1) n+1−k q k the ratio of the coefficient of degree k by the leading coefficient of R 1 . Thus q n is the sum of the roots of R 1 . Proposition 3.1. Let C ⊂ P 2 be an algebraic solution of F. If R 1 has no rational roots and
Proof. Note that a n (1, y 0 ) = 0 at all singularities [1 : y 0 : 0] of F for, otherwise, a n and b n could not be co-prime. Now, since R 1 has no rational roots it follows that C is nonsingular at infinity by Proposition 2.3. Thus,
for all roots y 0 of P (y 0 ) = 0. Applying Theorem 2.4, we conclude that
CS F (C, [1 :
But the left hand side corresponds to the sum of the roots of R 1 , which is equal to q n . Therefore, q n = deg(C) 2 = (n + 1) 2 by Proposition 2.3.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the proposition.
Corollary 3.2. Let C ⊂ P 2 be an algebraic solution of F. If R 1 has no rational roots and q n = (n + 1) 2 , then
Finite singularities
In this section we deal with the singularities of F that belong to the open set z = 0. The hypotheses on D remain in force. By hypothesis H.2
has degree at most n 2 . Assuming that R 2 is irreducible of degree exactly n 2 over Q, it follows from the Shape Lemma [14, Theorem 3.7.25, p. 257] that the ideal (a, b) of Q[x, y] can also be generated by R 2 and by a polynomial of the form y −g(x), where g ∈ Q[x]. Thus the Galois group Gal(R 2 , Q) acts transitively over the singularities of D by σ(x 0 , g(x 0 )) = (σ(x 0 ), g(σ(x 0 ))), for a root x 0 of R 2 and an automorphism σ ∈ Gal(R 2 , Q).
The next proposition relates the singularities of D to its algebraic solutions with rational coefficients. 
If
(1) R 1 has no rational roots; (2) q n = (n + 1) 2 ; and (3) R 2 is irreducible of degree n 2 over Q;
then C is a singular curve of C 2 , and
Sing(D) = Sing(C).
Proof. Suppose, first of all, that C is a nonsingular curve. By (1) and Proposition 2.3, the curve C is nonsingular at infinity, and has degree n + 1. Now, by (1), (2), and Corollary 3.2 there exists a singularity p ∈ P 2 \ L ∞ of D such that f (p) = 0. Since f has rational coefficients it follows that f (σ(p)) = 0 for all σ ∈ Gal(R 2 , Q). Moreover, Gal(R 2 , Q) acts transitively in Sing(D). Therefore, every singularity of D is a zero of f . Hence,
Thus, C is a nonsingular curve of P 2 that contains Sing(F). Hence, by [13, Proposition 4.1, p. 126] there exists a homogeneous polynomial h, and a homogeneous 1-form η such that
where F denotes the homogenization of f with respect to z. Taking into account that both F , and the coefficients of Ω, have degree n + 1, we see that
so that deg(h) = 1. On the other hand, by (4.2), the form hdF vanishes at every singularity p of Ω. But, C is a nonsingular curve, which implies that dF (p) = 0 at every p ∈ C. Thus, h(p) = 0 for every p ∈ Sing(Ω). However, all the singularities of F are also zeroes of za h . Since a h has degree n, it follows by Bézout's Theorem that
a contradiction. Therefore, C must be singular at some point of Sing(F). In other words, (∇f )(p) = 0 for some p ∈ Sing(D).
However, since Gal(R 2 , Q) acts transitively on the set Sing(D), it follows that C must be singular at all the singularities of D, which proves the proposition.
The key result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that:
(1) R 1 has no rational roots; (2) q n = (n + 1) 2 ; (3) R 2 is irreducible of degree n 2 over Q.
Proof. Since R 2 is irreducible of degree n 2 , it follows that Z(a) intersects Z(b) transversely in n 2 distinct points. Moreover, by (1), (2), and (3) and Proposition 4.1 all these points belong to Z(f ). Since this holds for any algebraic solution of D with rational coefficients, we may assume, without loss of generality, that f is irreducible over Q. Therefore, by Noether's Theorem [9, chapter 5, section 5,
However, deg(f ) = n + 1 by Proposition 2.3 which implies that deg(g i ) = 1 for i = 1, 2. Let
By H.2, (1), Lemma 2.2, and Proposition 2.3,
Denoting by p j = [1 : y j : 0], for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the singularities of F at infinity, we have by Lemma 2.2 that
Since p j is a singularity at infinity of F, it follows that
Therefore, (4.3) may be rewritten as a n (1, y j )(α 1 + (α 2 + β 1 )y j + β 2 y 2 j ) = 0. However, a n (1, y j ) = 0 by (4.4) and H.3. Hence,
This is a system of linear equations in the variables α 1 , (α 2 + β 1 ) and β 2 . Since m ≥ 3, the matrix of this system contains the minor  Therefore,
However, f h cannot be divisible by z, which implies that α 2 = 0. Dividing f by α 2 , we may assume that α 2 = 1. Dehomogenizing (4.5) with respect to z, we find that
is a solution of D. Since f , a and b have rational coefficients, and gcd(a, b) = 1 by H.3, it follows that α 3 , β 3 ∈ Q. A simple computation shows that
which must be divisible by f . Multiplying this last equation by a, and taking (y + α 3 )a from (4.6) into it, we get
Since D(f ) is a multiple of f , by hypothesis, we may conclude that f divides
However, f is irreducible over Q of degree n + 1 > 1. In particular, f cannot divide x − β 3 ; so it must divide bD(a) − aD(b), which completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 4.3. If
(1) R 1 has no rational roots; (2) q n = (n + 1) 2 ; (3) R 2 is irreducible of degree n 2 .
then D has no algebraic solutions in C 2 .
Proof. Let f ∈ Q[x, y] \ Q be an algebraic solution of D = D a,b . It follows from Theorem 4.2 that f has degree n + 1 and divides E a,b . Thus, by Proposition 2.6,
where λ j ∈ C[x, y] is a polynomial of degree 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1. Note that the λs are all distinct because f is a reduced polynomial. Hence,
implies that σ permutes the λs.
On the other hand, two distinct λs cannot intersect at infinity by Proposition 2.3. Hence, there exists only one p ij ∈ C 2 such that
for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1. In particular, the set P of all these points has
elements. However, each p ij is also a singularity of D, since it belongs to two distinct invariant lines. Since the Galois group G acts transitively on the set of singularities, we must have P = Sing(D).
In particular, P = Sing(D) = n 2 , which contradicts (4.7) and proves the corollary.
The algorithm that results from this corollary simply checks that all the required hypotheses are satisfied. If they are, the derivation has no algebraic solutions by Corollary 4.3; otherwise, the algorithm fails. Step 1: If deg(a) = deg(b), let n = deg(a); otherwise stop and return the algorithm failed.
Step 2: If n = 1, stop and return the algorithm failed.
Step 3: If the polynomial ya n − xb n is zero or reducible, stop and return the algorithm failed.
Step 4: Set P (y) = ya n (1, y) − b n (1, y) and Q(y, t) = P (y) − ta n (1, y) and compute R 1 (t) = Res y (P, Q).
Step 5: If R 1 has rational roots stop and return the algorithm failed.
Step 6: Denote by (−1) n+1−k q k the ratio of the coefficient of degree k by the leading coefficient of R 1 . If q n = (n + 1)
2 , stop and return the algorithm failed.
Step 7: Compute R 2 = Res y (a, b).
Step 8: If deg(R 2 ) < n 2 or R 2 is reducible over Q, stop and return the algorithm failed; otherwise, stop and return there are no algebraic solutions.
Experimental tests
The algorithm described in section 4 was implemented using the computer algebra system Singular (version 2.0.5) [10] . All the tests discussed in this section were performed under Windows XP running on a micro-computer with an Intel Pentium 4 HT processor of 2.8 GHz, with 512 MB of primary memory.
The first test we performed calculated the average time taken by the algorithm to show that a generic derivation of a given degree, defined by a pair of randomly chosen dense polynomials does not have an algebraic solution. Table 1 summarizes the output of a program that randomly generates 100 pairs of dense polynomials for each degree and computes the average CPU time taken to check that the derivation defined by each of the pairs does not have an algebraic solution. In this first test, none of the derivations tested caused the algorithm to fail. This is not unexpected, because these derivations were defined by dense polynomials, with random coefficients, which makes them 'generic' in an experimental sense.
For higher degrees, the time taken to test 100 derivations with the algorithm starts to get too long. So, in order to have some results for derivations of degree higher than 19, we performed a second test, similar to the first, except that one derivation is tested for each degree. The CPU time taken by the algorithm to check that such a derivation does not have an algebraic solution is shown in Table 2 . Just as in the first test, no derivation caused the algorithm to fail.
In the third test, we generated derivations defined by sparse polynomials. In this case, the algorithm fails rather often. As one might expect, the number of derivations for which the algorithm fails is proportional to the number of vanishing coefficients of the corresponding polynomials, as is shown in Table 3 . The data were obtained with a procedure that tests 100 randomly generated derivations of degree 4 for each type. In performing this test we used the Singular function sparsepoly which randomly chooses both the coefficients that are going to be zero and the size of the nonzero coefficients. This function also allows the user to choose the percentage of vanishing coefficients in the polynomial that it will generate. The dense polynomials used in the previous tests were obtained with the help of the same function, by setting this percentage to zero. See [10] for more details about this function.
As the tests show, the algorithm has an excellent success rate for what we might call "experimentally generic derivations"; that is, derivations that are defined by dense polynomials with random coefficients. Percentage of failures   0%  0%  20%  35%  30%  63%  50%  79%  70%  99%  80%  100%  90% 100% Table 3 . Percentage of derivations of degree 4 that cause the algorithm to fail for different percentages of vanishing coefficients (100 derivations for each percentage)
Percentage of coefficients equal to zero

